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1. ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This document is intended to provide technical guidance on configuring health check script. It describes
the configuration steps, supported CMD and so on.

2. HEALTH CHECK SCRIPT
2.1 Health Check Script Overview
This feature enables users to customize the health check logic to detect the status of backend services
which may not be easy to be judged the real state by standard health check methods. Before the
configurations, there are two things that need to be clarified.
1. It only supports shell type scripts.
2. It supports the follows CMDs in the scripts. CMDs outide the scope may cause unexpected
results.
See the CMDs and Predefined Shell Variables in the handbook.

2.2 Create the HC Script
To prepare the script, you can write it in local and then import to ADC, or create it on GUI. The
following sections show you the steps for each of these.

2.2.1 Write script and Import
Create the Script in local; the ADC will use the return value of script to decide the result of healthcheck. The script should exit with a value. $UP indicates the health-check got an UP state, and $DOWN
indicates the health-check got a Down state. Please note it is case-sensitive. Alternatively, you can use
return code to achieve the same effect, exit 100 indicate UP, exit with any other numbers indicate Down,

2.2.2 Import the script to ADC
Navigate to Shared Resources and Click Health Check, then select Health Check Script and Click
Import to import the shell script.
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CLI : or you can do it in CLI , use this command : execute restore health-check-script tftp <script
name> <tftp IP>

2.2.2 Create on GUI
Navigate to Shared Resources and Click Health Check, then select Health Check Script and Click Create
New or create a new one by cloning an existing one.
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Enter Name and write the script, then click Save

2.3 Health Check Profile
Go to the Health Check page, and click Create New, then enter HC Name and chose Type as Script,
select the script you created (the example script here is “test”). These 3 fields have to be specified to
enable the health check script function. For the other parameters, it will use the default settings if you
don’t specify.
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Or configure in CLI
FAD2HD3A12000001 (root) # config system health-check
FAD2HD3A12000001 (health-check) # edit hc_script_test
FAD2HD3A12000001 (hc_script_test) # set type script
FAD2HD3A12000001 (hc_script_test) # set script test
FAD2HD3A12000001 (hc_script_test) # end
FAD2HD3A12000001 (root) #

What you should note here is the Port and Destination Address settings, it will result the totally
different HC behaviours with different combination. The section 3 will explain it in detail for a SLB+HC
script deployment.

2.4 Validate the script
Go to the Health Check Monitor page, enter destination IP Address and select Health Check profile,
enter destination Port, then click the Start button.

If there is something wrong with your script, it will show the error message in the right side, See the
following example:

Or check it in CLI :
execute health-check-verify health-check <hc profile> dest-address <IP><port>
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FAD2HD3A12000001 (root) # execute health-check-verify health-check hc_script_test dest-address
10.106.185.101 80
recv hc state is UP

if there is something wrong with your script, it will show the error message in the output. See the
bellowing example:
FAD2HD3A12000001 (root) # execute health-check-verify health-check hc_script_tet dest-address
10.106.185.101 80
/home/backup_config_file/root/health-check-script/test.sh: line 14: exittest: command not found
recv hc state is DOWN

2.5 Service for other features
2.5.1 SLB
Navigate to Server Load Balance Real Server Pool, select the pool you want edit, enable
Health Check, and add the Health check profile which is configured with HC script to the
left side.

2,5.2 LLB
Navigate to Link Load Balance Link Group, click Gateway select the gateway you want
edit, enable Health Check Control, and add the Health check profile which is configured
with HC script to the left side.
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2.5.3 GLB
Navigate to Global Load Balance Global Object, select the server you want to edit, click
Generic Host , enable Health Check Control, and add the Health check profile which is
configured with HC script to the left side.

3. IMPORTANT NOTE
3.1 Use Default Port and Destination Address
If using the default settings of destination Address (0.0.0.0) and port (0), it will take the RS Address and
port as $NODE_IP and $NODE_PORT which will be used in the HC script. The following is an example
showing the RS IP 10.106.185.101 and port 80 when used as $NODE_IP and $NODE_PORT.
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3.2 Specify Destination Port/IP Address
But if you configure a specific port or IP in the fields, ADC will use these configured port and IP as
$NODE_IP and $NODE_PORT which will be used in the HC script.
3.2.1 Specify both port and Address
eg port= 8130, IP Addr=192.168.1.1, in this case, 192.168.1.1is assigned to $NODE_IP, and
8130 is assigned to $NODE_PORT

3.2.2 Specify port only
eg: port =8130, IP Addr is default setting 0.0.0.0, in this case, the RS IP Addr is assigned to
$NODE_IP, and 8130 is assigned to $NODE_PORT
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3.2.3 Specify address only
port is default setting 0, IP Addr = 192.168.1.1; it is unlike other cases, when the port is
configured as default with specified IP address, as it doesn’t inherit the RS port but assigns
the 0 to $NODE_PORT. In this case 192.168.1.1 IP Addr is assigned to $NODE_IP, and 0 is
assigned to $NODE_PORT
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